Talk in the Park

Product Lines in the Park
Agenda

12:30 - 1:10 PM  Lunch & Registration
1:10 - 1:20 PM Welcome & Introduction

1:20 – 2:10 PM  
Mega-scale Product Line Engineering for the Automotive Industry, Charles Krueger, BigLever

2:10 – 3:00 PM  
Applying Feature-Based Product Line Engineering to System Design, Rick Flores, General Motors

3:00 – 3:15 PM Break

3:15 – 3:45 PM  

3:45 PM Concluding Remarks

Talk in the Park - Product Lines in the Park
Welcome to “Talk in the Park” Series

• Building Community
• Providing Relevant Topics of Today’s Engineer
• Bring in Industry Leaders (Providers and Practitioners)
• Be participants
• And Thank You for the Commitment

Looking for feedback on topics, time, duration, and location.
„Talk in The Park“ Series

Next Dates & Topics:

May 31st
Automotive SPICE® 3.0 – the new and the core features, Bernd Hindel

June 21st
Introducing a Safety Process & Practices in your Organization, Robert Baillargeon

September 7th
The Internet of Cars, Erich Meier
Workshop: Process Management 4.0 – A methodical approach to success. June 1st Royal Park Hotel Rochester

Learn about solutions to avoid processes that are disconnected from reality and the business goals of the organization.

10 years experience from Method Park and its customers combined into a one day workshop.

Topics:
- Stages Method Overview & Goals
- Process Analysis and Process Architecture
- Process Management Organization
- Process Definition Workflow and Modeling Guidelines
- Compliance Management
- Piloting and Rollout
- Metric Monitoring

Registration & Information www.methodpark.com
Questions: robert.baillargeon@methodpark.com
Automotive SPICE Training. June 20th - June 24th Chicago

Learn the details of Automotive SPICE HIS scope or become a provisional Automotive SPICE Assessor

Automotive SPICE® v2.5 – HIS Processes
This course provides you with an overview of the HIS scope of Automotive SPICE®. Based on practical examples, the Automotive SPICE® model will be introduced from the perspective of a project manager or project employee. You will discuss the problems that can occur in an assessment and how the respective process improvement could look like.

intacs™ Certified Provisional Assessor (Automotive SPICE®)
This seminar prepares you to take the exam for qualification as an "intacs™ Certified Provisional Assessor (Automotive SPICE®)". You will become familiar with the Automotive SPICE® process assessment model, which is generally used for assessments in the automotive industry.

Registration & Information www.methodpark.com
Questions: robert.baillargeon@methodpark.com